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abstractOBJECTIVES: Our aim for this study was to test whether visual and verbal feedback compared
with instructor-led feedback improve the quality of pediatric cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(CPR).

METHODS: There were 653 third-year medical students randomly assigned to practice pediatric
CPR on 1 of 2 manikins (infant and adolescent; n = 344 and n = 309, respectively). They were
further randomly assigned to 1 of 3 feedback groups: The instructor feedback (IF) group
(n = 225) received traditional, instructor-led feedback without any additional feedback device.
The device feedback (DF) group (n = 223) received real-time visual feedback from a feedback
device. The instructor and device feedback (IDF) group (n = 205) received verbal feedback
from an instructor who continuously reviewed the trainees’ performance using the feedback
device. After the training, participants’ CPR performance was assessed on the same manikin
while no feedback was being provided.

RESULTS: For the primary outcome of total compression score, participants in the DF and
IDF groups performed similarly, with both groups showing scores significantly (P , .001)
better than those of the IF group. The same findings held for correct hand position and the
proportion of complete release. For compression rate, the DF group was at the higher end of
the guideline for 100 to 120 chest compressions per minute compared with the IF and IDF
groups (both P , .001). No effect of feedback on compression depth was found.

CONCLUSIONS: Chest compression performance significantly improved with both visual and verbal
feedback compared with instructor-led feedback. Feedback devices should be implemented
during pediatric resuscitation training to improve resuscitation performance.

WHAT’S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: High-quality chest
compressions (CCs) require optimal hand position, adequate
depth (one-third of the chest’s diameter), complete release, and
a frequency of 100 to 120 CCs per minute. Feedback devices
(visual or verbal) were shown to improve the quality of training,
although evidence remains inconclusive.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: We provide more evidence to the topic
of feedback in resuscitation trainings, including a large number
of equally experienced participants, revealing that visual
feedback and visual combined with verbal feedback improve
CC performance compared with instructor-led training in
infant and adolescent manikin settings.
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The authors of a large multicenter
observational study reported
that the incidence of pediatric
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
is ∼1.4%.1 Unfortunately, only ∼40%
of children receiving CPR survive to
hospital discharge, and survival with
good neurologic outcome remains
rare.1–4 These outcomes are partially
related to poor CPR quality, which
could be improved by providing high-
quality CPR supported by regular
simulation-based training in both
pediatric basic and advanced life
support.4–7 Therefore, in the 2015
European Resuscitation Council
guidelines, it is stated that high-
quality chest compressions (CCs)
require the following: (1) optimal
hand position, (2) compressing the
lower part of the sternum by at least
one-third of the anterior-posterior
diameter of the chest (equivalent to
4 cm in infants and 5 cm in
adolescents), (3) using a compression
rate of 100 to 120 CCs per minute,
and (4) allowing for complete chest
recoil between each CC.8

To improve the quality of CPR,
various feedback devices, including
(1) the SkillReporter Resusci Anne or
Resusci Baby QCPR,9–11 (2)
a computer-based voice advisory
manikin feedback system,12 or (3)
palm-sized devices that can be placed
between the trainee’s hands and the
manikin’s or patient’s chest (eg,
Philips MRx Q-CPR Defibrillator
Management and Feedback,13

CPREzy-Pad,14 and Zoll Pocket15),
are available. The immediate CPR
feedback is then given visually (via
a monitor) or verbally (eg, “slightly
increase the frequency of
compressions”), to either an
instructor or the person providing
CPR. Although these feedback devices
seem promising, the evidence
remains inconclusive, with authors of
several simulation studies reporting
a significant improvement of CPR
performance,16,17 whereas others
were unable to find any benefit when
compared with traditional, instructor-

led trainings.18–20 We aimed to assess
whether visual or verbal feedback by
using a feedback device compared
with instructor-led feedback would
improve CPR performance and
quality in an infant and an adolescent
manikin during CPR training.

We hypothesized that both the visual
and verbal feedback would improve
CPR performance more than the
instructor-led feedback during a CPR
training.

METHODS

This prospective, randomized,
unblinded simulation trial was done
at the Vienna Pediatric Simulation
Training Center at the Medical
University of Vienna and is reported
according to the Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials
approach with the extension for
simulation-based research.21 The
local ethics committee approved the
study, and the local data protection
committee approved the study
questionnaire. Third-year medical
students from the Medical University
of Vienna who were required to do
their mandatory pediatric CPR
training were included. Participants
signed an informed consent form
before participation and were then
randomly assigned into 2 manikin
groups: Group 1 performed CPR
training using a quality of
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
(QCPR) infant manikin (Laerdal
Medical GmbH, Stavanger, Norway);
group 2 performed QCPR training
using a QCPR Resusci Anne (Laerdal
Medical GmbH) with a built-in
compression spring needing 30 kg of
weight for 5-cm CCs (therefore
representing the CPR effort required
for an adolescent). Both manikin
groups were further randomly
assigned into 3 feedback groups: (1)
the instructor feedback (IF) group:
participants completed the CPR
training with feedback from their
instructor without the assistance of
a feedback device (1 instructor was

assigned to each participant and gave
constant feedback); (2) the device
feedback (DF) group: participants
received direct visual feedback from
a feedback device during CPR training
but did not received any feedback
from an instructor; and (3) the
instructor and device feedback (IDF)
group: participants received direct
verbal feedback from an instructor
who continuously observed the
participants’ actual CC quality on the
feedback device. The verbal feedback
in both the IF and IDF groups
included positive active coaching
from the instructor (eg, “continue
with that frequency,” “you are doing
good,” or “keep going”).

Randomization

The study included 3 different
randomization steps to reduce
potential biases. Because the
pediatric CPR training was conducted
in supervised group sessions,
participants were first divided into
small training groups of 10 to 11
persons each by using a computer-
generated list of random numbers
(Microsoft Excel; Microsoft,
Redmond, WA). Second, the small
training groups (n = 64) were
assigned (computerized random
numbers) to either the infant or the
adolescent manikin group and 1 of
the feedback groups. Finally, by using
sealed envelopes, 1 of 5 instructors
was randomly allocated to each
training group; each instructor thus
supervised 12 to 13 training groups
in total. The allocation was done by
a student assistant.

Instructors and Feedback Device

The 5 instructors participating in the
study were all members of the local
simulation team and were trained in
pediatric CPR.22 They had equal
teaching experience of .3 years.
Before the study, the instructors
received an update on CPR with
detailed information about the study
and demonstrated their teaching
skills (according to the 4-stage
technique for skills teaching23) and
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knowledge about the CPR algorithm.
The feedback devices included the
Resusci Baby QCPR manikin or the
Resusci Anne manikin, which are both
equipped with integrated sensors
measuring various CC parameters (eg,
CC rate, depth, hand position, and
complete release), and the SimPad
touchscreen with the SkillReporter
software (Laerdal), a palm-sized device
that provides real-time visual feedback.
Depending on the group allocation, the
SimPad was either visible to the
participant (DF group), visible to the
instructor only (IDF group), or masked
to both (IF group). Participants in the
IF and IDF groups received verbal
feedback from the instructor.

Study Procedure

Before the training, participants
reviewed the current pediatric CPR
guidelines8 and watched
a demonstration of the CPR algorithm
by an instructor. Participants were
then allocated to their randomly
assigned groups and completed 2
distinct phases: a training phase
followed by an assessment. In the
training phase, participants practiced
CPR with feedback for 2 minutes.
Participants worked in teams of 2,
whereby only the participant
performing CCs was studied without
evaluating the other performing the
ventilations. To standardize the time
between training and assessment,
participants were assigned to the
assessment in the same order as
during the training phase, which was
after ∼45 minutes (this was because
of the course design). Participants
moved to the assessment phase and
completed another 2-minute CPR on
the same manikin. Notably, no
feedback was provided in the
assessment phase; the SimPad screen
was hidden and not visible to either
the participant or the instructor.

The tables on which the manikins
were placed were all at the same
height (72 cm or 28.36 in) for all
groups. Smaller participants were
provided with a step stool (24 cm or

9.45 inches in height) to improve their
efficiency of QCPR.24 The number of
trainees who used the step stool was
recorded. Data collection was
conducted in group sessions, with 10
to 11 participants per session.

Outcomes

The primary outcome of the study
was the total compression score,
which is a composite score calculated
by the SkillReporter software and
consists of correct hand position,
adequate depth, compression rate,
and complete release per 2-minute
cycle. For these parameters, the
target measures were chosen
according to the 2015 European
Resuscitation Council guidelines.8

Every participant received 100% for
each variable if the criteria of the
guidelines were executed accurately.
Any deviation decreased the score to
as low as 0% along an S-curve
depending on the amount of
deviations, with small deviations
reducing the score less than large
deviations. More detailed information
on software scoring can be retrieved
on the manufacturer’s Web site.25

Secondary outcomes of the study
involved all subcomponents of the
total compression score, including
correct hand position, mean CC depth,
CC depth compliance, mean CC rate,
CC rate compliance, and the
proportion of complete release.

Sample Size

In the sample size calculation, it was
assumed that the main effects of the 3
different feedback methods on the CC
performance would compose the 3
primary comparisons. Hence,
allowing for Bonferroni adjustment,
P , .017 was considered statistically
significant for each of these 3
comparisons. Although the difference
between the 2 manikin conditions
was not assumed, we checked this
assumption and thus included the
interaction in the sample size
calculation. Given the inconclusive
evidence of recent research,16–20 we
estimated a small-to-middle effect

size for the sample size calculation.
The calculation with G*Power
software was used to predict that
a total sample size of 604 would give
sufficient power (95%) to detect
a significant difference at the a level
of .017. We estimated that 12% of the
groups would be excluded owing to
technical issues with data
acquisition,26 so we aimed to recruit
at least 676 participants in total.

Statistics

All statistical analyses were
performed with SPSS 24.0 (IBM SPSS
Statistics, IBM Corporation, Armonk,
NY). To ensure homogeneity of the
groups, a 2 (manikin: infant and
adolescent) 3 3 (feedback: IF, DF,
and IDF) analysis of variance was
conducted on participants’ age and
physical characteristics (height,
weight, and BMI), and a x2 test was
used to compare the distribution of
men and women and experienced
versus unexperienced participants
across conditions. To test the study
hypothesis, a 2 3 3 analysis of
variance was conducted on each of
the study outcomes. In case of
significant main effect of feedback
(P , .05, 2-tailed), post hoc
comparisons were performed with
Bonferroni correction (P , .017, 2-
tailed) between any 2 pairs of
feedback groups while adjusting for
the main effect of manikin. In case of
significant interaction, post hoc
comparisons were performed by
using the Bonferroni correction (P ,
.017, 2-tailed) between any 2 pairs of
feedback groups separately for each
manikin condition. Parameters with
a skewed data distribution were log
transformed before analysis.

RESULTS

Between December 2016 and January
2017, a total of 681 participants were
recruited; 28 participants were
excluded (1 declined to participate; 1
used a wheelchair, which did not
allow for performance of CPR on the
table; and 26 were excluded because
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of technical issues with the feedback
devices). A total of 653 third-year
medical students were included as
participants in the final analysis
(Fig 1). No significant difference was
found in participants’ age and
physical characteristics among the
study groups (Table 1). Similarly, the
distribution of men and women and
experienced versus unexperienced
participants was equal across the
groups.

Total Compression Score

All tested CC parameters are
presented in Table 2, and Fig 2
reveals the total CC score across the

groups and phases. During the
training phase, participants in the DF
and IDF groups had a 10- to 13-point
higher total CC score compared with
the IF group (P , .001 and P , .001,
respectively), whereas the DF and IDF
groups had similar total CC scores. In
the assessment, again, participants in
the IF group performed worse than
participants in both the DF (P, .001)
and IDF (P , .001) groups, whereas
the 2 latter groups did not differ.

Hand Position

In the training, correct hand position
was more pronounced in both the DF
and IDF groups than in the IF group

(P = .001 and P , .001, respectively),
whereas the DF and IDF groups did
not differ. In the assessment, the DF
and IDF groups also showed better
hand position than the IF group
(P = .006 and P , .001, respectively),
whereas the 2 former groups did not
differ.

Compression Depth

Mean CC Depth

There were no significant differences
among the feedback groups in either
the training or the assessment phase.
There was only an overall significant
difference between the infant and
adolescent manikin groups in both

FIGURE 1
Study groups and design.
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phases (P , .001 and P , .001,
respectively), merely reflecting the
differences in required CC depth for
adolescents and infants.

CC Depth Compliance

During the training phase,
participants in the DF group
performed 7% to 10% more CCs with
adequate depth than participants in
both the IF (P , .001) and the IDF
(P , .001) groups but only when
using the infant manikin. In the
assessment, the compliance was
generally higher in the DF group than
in the IF group (P = .016), whereas
the DF and IDF groups, and the IF and
IDF groups did not differ in CC depth
compliance.

Compression Rate

Mean CC Rate

In the training, there were no
significant differences among the
feedback groups. During assessment,

the DF group performed ∼5 CCs per
minute more compared with the IF
(P, .001) and IDF (P, .001) groups,
and the IDF group also had a higher
overall mean CC rate than the IF
group (P = .009).

CC Rate Compliance

During training, participants in the DF
group performed 14% fewer CCs with
adequate rate than participants in the
IDF group (P = .006) but only in the
adolescent manikin setting. During
the assessment, the DF group had
a 15% to 20% lower CC rate
compliance than both the IF
(P = .001) and IDF (P = .001) groups,
whereas the 2 latter groups did not
differ. These differences were, again,
only in the adolescent manikin
condition.

Complete Release

In the training, the DF group had
higher percentages of complete
release than both the IF (P , .001)

and IDF (P = .007) groups, and the
IDF group was also better than the IF
group (P , .001), but only in the
adolescent manikin condition. During
the assessment, the IF group had
a 20% to 30% worse complete
release compared with both the DF
(P , .001) and IDF (P = .003) groups,
whereas the 2 latter groups did not
differ in complete release. Again,
these differences were only visible
when using the adolescent manikin.

DISCUSSION

Authors of several studies reported
that the use of feedback devices can
improve CPR quality.26–29 With our
study, we added that both visual
feedback and verbal feedback
combined with visual feedback
significantly improved CPR
performance in medical students
when compared with instructor-
based feedback alone. Participants
who received training with a feedback

TABLE 1 Demographic Data of Participants

Characteristic QCPR Infant (n = 344) QCPR Adolescent (n = 309)

IF Group
(n = 117)

DF Group
(n = 114)

IDF Group
(n = 113)

IF Group
(n = 108)

DF Group
(n = 109)

IDF Group
(n = 92)

Physical characteristics
Age, mean 6 SD, y 23.3 6 4.3 23.0 6 2.6 22.6 6 2.1 22.7 6 1.8 22.72 6 2.5 23.2 6 3.7
BMI, mean 6 SD 21.9 6 2.8 22.3 6 2.4 22.2 6 3.0 22.6 6 3.1 22.40 6 2.7 21.8 6 2.8
Height, mean 6 SD, cm 173.9 6 9.9 174.7 6 9.0 176.3 6 9.8 173.8 6 9.2 175.14 6 9.9 175.3 6 8.9
Wt, mean 6 SD, kg 66.7 6 13.1 68.3 6 11.7 69.6 6 14.3 68.6 6 12.5 69.17 6 12.9 67.2 6 11.8

Sex, n (%)
Female 64 (55) 58 (51) 50 (44) 56 (52) 54 (50) 50 (54)
Male 53 (45) 56 (49) 63 (56) 52 (48) 55 (50) 42 (46)

Pediatric resuscitation experience, n (%)
Pediatric resuscitation experience before the

study
27 (23) 28 (25) 25 (22) 28 (26) 32 (29) 20 (22)

At least 1 pediatric resuscitation training
before the study

43 (37) 34 (30) 41 (36) 36 (33) 36 (33) 26 (28)

.3 pediatric resuscitation trainings before
the study

12 (10) 10 (9) 11 (10) 12 (11) 11 (10) 11 (12)

Adult resuscitation experience, n (%)
At least 1 adult resuscitation training before

the study
117 (100) 113 (99) 113 (100) 108 (100) 108 (99) 91 (99)

.3 adult resuscitation trainings before the
study

67 (58) 63 (56) 58 (51) 55 (51) 75 (69) 52 (57)

Medical simulation experience, n (%)
At least 1 medical simulation training before

the study
26 (22) 37 (33) 40 (35) 27 (25) 29 (27) 31 (34)

.3 medical simulation trainings before the
study

13 (11) 18 (16) 11 (10) 12 (11) 18 (17) 7 (8)

Experience with any feedback device before the
study

26 (22) 26 (23) 36 (32) 22 (20) 23 (21) 21 (23)
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device had significantly higher total
compression scores (Fig 2), both
during the training and, more
importantly, in the subsequent

assessment with no feedback provided.
This indicates that the training was, at
least, short-term transferred in
subsequent performance.

Our results are supported by a study
of simulated adult-life support by
Buléon et al26 and Wutzler et al.29

The authors of both studies reported
that the use of a real-time feedback
device improved the quality of CCs,
whereas the CPR quality declined
after 2 minutes of CCs without
a feedback device, as documented by
Buléon et al.26 Authors of studies of
simulated infant CPR reported similar
results. Lee et al30 found that feedback
from a smartwatch resulted in higher
correct CC depth during infant CPR.
Similarly, Binder et al31 demonstrated
a reduction in mask leak and an
increase in tidal volume delivery
during simulated neonatal CPR when
a respiratory function monitor was
visible. Furthermore, Cheng et al32

showed that compliance with
resuscitation guidelines improved
when using a feedback device during
training and real-life CPRs.

Within the IF group, we observed
a relatively poor CPR quality, as

TABLE 2 CC Parameters

Parameter QCPR Infant (n = 344) QCPR Adolescent (n = 309)

IF Group (n = 117),
Mean 6 SD

DF Group
(n = 114),
Mean 6 SD

IDF Group
(n = 113),
Mean 6 SD

IF Group (n = 108),
Mean 6 SD

DF Group
(n = 109),
Mean 6 SD

IDF Group
(n = 92),

Mean 6 SD

Training
Total compression score,

%
81.9 6 22.4 92.4 6 10.9a 92.2 6 5.9b 77.3 6 30.0 87.2 6 23.7a 93.2 6 7.6b

Correct hand position, % 88.1 6 21.9 95.4 6 10.4a 96.0 6 6.0b 83.8 6 29.5 93.7 6 16.3a 96.0 6 7.8b

Compression depth, mm 40.9 6 2.4 42.2 6 1.3 41.0 6 1.8 55.2 6 4.4 54.4 6 5.7 55.7 6 4.1
Compression depth

compliance, %
87.7 6 24.0 97.4 6 6.7a 90.4 6 14.0c 64.3 6 30.9 71.5 6 29.9 65.0 6 30.1

Compression rate, per min 108.5 6 7.7 108.0 6 8.2 109.1 6 6.3 109.4 6 7.1 110.1 6 10.5 110.8 6 6.0
Compression rate

compliance, %
61.9 6 23.7 70.0 6 22.4 72.1 6 15.3 78.9 6 25.2 70.5 6 31.9 84.6 6 15.1c

Full release, % 81.0 6 24.7 90.3 6 12.5 88.2 6 14.5 51.1 6 33.3 82.5 6 22.9a 75.9 6 19.7b,c

Assessment
Total compression score,

%
82.6 6 23.7 89.0 6 18.5a 90.6 6 14.4b 79.6 6 30.6 87.5 6 21.6a 94.4 6 8.0b

Correct hand position, % 89.3 6 23.3 93.0 6 18.0a 94.3 6 14.3b 86.3 6 30.9 94.7 6 19.0a 98.5 6 7.4b

Compression depth, mm 41.7 6 1.9 42.1 6 1.3 41.4 6 2.0 56.3 6 4.7 55.3 6 4.3 56.3 6 4.0
Compression depth

compliance, %
93.5 6 17.7 97.7 6 8.1 93.2 6 16.0 59.4 6 35.4 66.9 6 31.8 65.2 6 34.3

Compression rate, per min 109.8 6 7.3 116.0 6 7.3a 111.8 6 6.7c 112.3 6 6.7 117.4 6 7.9a 113.7 6 5.0c

Compression rate
compliance, %

61.5 6 24.4 52.4 6 31.3 62.9 6 26.3 80.4 6 27.2 65.9 6 35.7a 85.1 6 22.3c

Full release, % 84.5 6 25.6 88.6 6 20.7 88.1 6 18.5 47.0 6 35.2 77.0 6 25.5a 69.2 6 30.5b

a Indicates a significant difference (Bonferroni test) between the DF group and IF group.
b Indicates a significant difference (Bonferroni test) between the IDF group and IF group.
c Indicates a significant difference (Bonferroni test) between the IDF group and DF group.

FIGURE 2
Total compression score of the study groups. Data are presented as mean 6 SEM.
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indicated by the data from the
feedback device, which is in line with
previous studies.27 Cheng et al7

reported a poor perception of CPR
quality among health care providers,
which improved when using a real-
time visual feedback device. Deakin
et al33 showed that the accuracy of CCs
without a feedback device resulted in
a poor judgment of accurate depth
(64.4% of CCs were out of the target
depth). Moreover, MacKinnon et al34

described a positive effect of
a feedback device on self-motivated
learning and CPR performance. Our
data support that CPR training with
a feedback device can help promote
self-motivated learning during daily
clinical routines. However, although
real-time feedback devices improved
CPR quality during real-life in-hospital
adult cardiac arrests, the return of
spontaneous circulation or survival
was similar between studied groups.35

An evaluation of a feedback device in
real pediatric CPR revealed poor rates
for correct depth (39%) and release
(84%).36 Further studies are needed
to evaluate the necessity of training
intervals, long-term impacts, and
patient outcome.

The above effect of feedback devices
on self-motivated learning deserves
mention. In the current study, the DF
group outperformed the IF group in
almost all relevant CC parameters
except the CC rate compliance, which
may also be a consequence of
enhanced motivation. As indicated by
the mean CC rate, the DF group was at
the higher end of an adequate CC rate,
which presumably resulted in
exceeding the 120 CCs per minute
limit more frequently, thereby
decreasing the CC rate compliance.
We may assume that this “over-
increased” rate was due to increased

motivation when working with the
feedback device. However, this “over-
motivation” effect was eliminated
when the visual feedback and the
verbal feedback from the instructor
were combined (the IDF group).

In our study, the training and
assessment phases were performed
on the same day, with the training
phase revealing a positive effect on
the assessment later on. A possible
implication for hospital bedside
settings might be that completing
a short CPR training session at the
start of the day would pay off later
that day if there were actual clinical
CPR events. Whether the training
effect would last for a longer time
period could not be tested with the
present data.

With our study, we confirmed that
feedback device–only training is
feasible and associated with
improved CPR quality. Considering
the above over-motivation effect,
although some CPR parameters were
significantly improved in the DF
group compared with the IDF group,
we strongly recommend regular
instructor-led resuscitation trainings,
including feedback devices, to
provide feedback on all aspects of
CPR performance.

The large number of participants and
the randomization to 6 different
groups are strengths of our study.
Furthermore, the recruitment of only
third-year medical students
decreased the potential bias of
experience or expertise but, at the
same time, limited the generalization
of the findings to a broader clinician
population. Blinding of study subjects
and instructors was not feasible and
might have influenced our results.
However, the outcome assessor was

blinded to group allocation during
analysis. Finally, we solely focused on
CCs without measuring ventilation
quality, which is an important aspect
of CPR in pediatric patients.

CONCLUSIONS

Direct visual feedback to providers or
verbal feedback provided via an
instructor who observed the visual
feedback from the manikin
significantly improves CC
performance in third-year medical
students during simulated pediatric
resuscitation when compared with
traditional, instructor-based feedback
alone. Feedback devices should be
integrated into pediatric resuscitation
training to improve resuscitation
performance.
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